
VSW-001-F1S-B
VSW-002-F1S-W

Kuzo Sports Smart Watch F1S

The Veho Kuzo F1-S is a rugged and durable smartwatch 
designed for adventure, sports, and the outdoors, with 
AMOLED touchscreen and built-in GPS. The Kuzo F1-S 
smartwatch is a sleek and stylish timepiece packed with 

impressive features.
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What’s in the box
Kuzo Sports Smart Watch  /  Magnetic Charging Base  /  Multi-lingual User Manual

Specifications

Product code

Features

VSW-001-F1S-B, VSW-002-F1S-W

Screen  AMOLED 1.3”
Resolution  360 x 360 pixels
Chipset  Dialog14695
PPG chipset  HX3690
Sensor  Triple-axis
Memory  ROM 128MB + RAM 2MB
Bluetooth  v5.1
Working time  Up to 15 days
Standby time  Up to 21 days
Charge time  Approx 2 hours

Charging voltage  5V 1A
Charge type  USB-A to magnetic charging cradle
Battery  300mAh
Strap width  22mm
Strap length  260mm
IPX rating  IP68
GPS  3 Mode system - GPS + Beidou + Glonass
Dimensions  46mm x 12.9mm
Weight  51g

Rugged design
Military grade rugged and durable design for outdoor 
activities.

IPX rating
IP68 means the Kuzo F1-S smartwatch is water 
resistant in fresh water to a maximum depth of 1.5 
metres for up to 30 minutes, and is protected from 
dust.

Touch screen
A large 1.3” full-colour AMOLED (Active Matrix Organic 
Light Emitting Diodes) touchscreen with a resolution of 
360 x 360 pixels.

Built-in 3 mode GPS
For ultimate outdoor performance tracking. Never get 
lost with the built-in GPS and Assisted GPS (AGPS) 
providing accurate live map positioning keeping your 
activities on track.

Health & fitness
24/7 health monitoring and fitness tracker. Step, 

calories and distance counter, heart rate, blood 
oxygen, activity tracker (walking running & cycling). 
Compatible with STRAVA.

Extended battery life
Extended battery life for up to 15 days of use from a 
single 2 hour charge, with optimised battery 
management system and magnetic charging.

Strava & health compatible
Use all Strava & Health data on the Kuzo smartwatch.

Sleep monitor
Monitor daily/weekly/monthly sleep activities and 
patterns detailing deep sleep, light sleep & wide awake 
patterns.

Time functions
Alarm Clock/Timer, intermittent timer, stopwatch & 
countdown timer.

Push notifications
Compatible with Whatsapp, Twitter, Facebook 

Linkedin, Skype, Youtube, Messenger, 
Instagram.

Find phone function
Find your phone using your Kuzo watch.

News/Weather APP
Built-in News & Weather App feature.

Customisable watch face
Choose from hundreds of different watch face designs.

Operating system compatibility
Works with Apple iOS and Android devices.

APP & watch interface language(s)
Replicates the language on the paired smartphone - All 
major languages supported.

Multi-lingual user manual
All major languages supported.
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